
producing the “bill of materials” for the public works projects fall, and the dollar-based international financial and trading
system would not survive it. And U.S. balance of trade deficitsto build a new national infrastructure, typified by the need

for a nationwide grid of high-speed, electrified rail for both have consistently worsened during the period of the dollar’s
gradual decline since 2001.passenger travel and freight. The Act is modelled on the 1940

Defense Plants Corporation within FDR’s Reconstruction Fi- The free-trade “solution” is discredited in fact and in the
judgement of most American citizens, as recent books bynance Corporation (RFC); but the “retooling” by Congres-

sional action of auto and machine tool capacity, is now not Democrats Sen. Byron Dorgan and Senator-elect Sherrod
Brown have emphasized and documented.for war production, but for the factory-built elements of new

transport, power and transmission, water, navigation, public The magic elixir of “free trade” and globalization has
destroyed much of the physical economy of the United States.health, and other infrastructure.

Let this machine-tool capability—the core of advances in The antidote of fair trade, although a necessity, will not re-
cover it. A revival of the economy’s technological level andthe productive economy—disappear, LaRouche has warned,

and the United States becomes a Third World nation industri- productivity, through a new national infrastructure, is re-
quired; the issuance of Federal credits to this purpose will beally. The engine of productivity and potential recovery from

an economic crash is being lost. on a scale of hundreds of billions annually. The infrastructure
deficit is, very conservatively, measured in the trillions of
such new investment.Recovery, vs. Free-Trade Chaos

Dangerously, some economists have welcomed the sink- But above all, the banking system, loaded with trillions
in bad assets that are getting worse, needs bankruptcy reorga-ing dollar and called for more, including those based in Wash-

ington at the influential International Institute for Economics nization on the principles FDR used in March 1933. The Eco-
nomic Recovery Act creates an infrastructure corporation to(IIE), and the right-wing free-traders at the American Enter-

prise Institute (AEI). The IIE’s leading economists call for a receive new low-interest, special-purpose bonds from the
Treasury. Thus it turns the Federal Reserve from its currentfull 20% additional drop of the dollar against, at least, all

Asian currencies; they peer ahead after “a lag of two years” preoccupation—hyperinflation of M3 money supply by
short-term loans to this bankrupt banking system—to the pur-and claim to see U.S. exports then start to rise substantially.

In reality, neither the exporting industries nor the economists chase, instead, of large volumes of the Treasury’s new long-
term infrastructure credits. This is a step toward that neededwould survive two years of the chaos that will follow such a

plunge of the dollar; it would not be stoppable after a 20% bankruptcy reorganization.

Economic Recovery Act of 2006
This draft was prepared by LaRouche PAC, for submission aerospace/defense capacity are closed and machinery

auctioned off since 1990. U.S. consumption of ma-to Congress.
chine tools is only 60% of the 1980 level; of that con-

1. Title: The Economic Recovery Act of 2006 sumption, 60-70% are imported machine tools; much
of this stock, in turn, is being destroyed or sold off2. Findings:
overseas as plants are closed; machining vital to na-Congress Finds the Following:
tional security, including defense and aerospace pro-

A. Under the impact of “globalization,” there is a massive duction, has been and is being outsourced.
and ongoing loss in the machine-tool capabilities of
the U.S. economy. This danger is centered in the accel- B. The machine-tool sector is the core of an industrial

economy where scientific and technological ideas areerating “outsourcing” and shut-downs of plants in
America’s most important and versatile machine-tool turned into new economic reality. If the U.S. auto-

manufacturing industry is destroyed, the U.S.A. be-industry, the auto industry. Eighty million square feet
of auto capacity being are closed and machinery auc- comes a virtual “Third World” nation overnight. The

nation’s machine-tool design capability, most oftioned off over 2006-08, more capacity lost than in the
last 30 years combined. Sixty million square feet of which is tied up in the U.S. auto-manufacturing and
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supply firms, is lost. The loss of the tool-making and
closely related capabilities of that sector of industry
would cause incalculable, chain-reaction conse-
quences, within our nation, and also the world at large.

The loss of auto and auto-parts plants means an
economic disaster, approaching ghost-town propor-
tions, for entire towns, counties, and cities, even states
of the union, which are already highly vulnerable.

The loss of employment of that machine-tool de-
sign segment of that part of the labor-force, means
many times that number of skilled and unskilled em-
ployees out of jobs.

C. There were 250,000 net jobs lost in the automobile
manufacturing/supply sector from 2000-05, leaving a
total employment at end of 2005 of 1,090,000. During

Howard R. Hollem/National Archives2006, the shutdown/sell-off of 67 auto plants has been
With Congressional creation of the Defense Plants Corporation inannounced by major U.S. automakers and the biggest
1940 under FDR’s Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC),parts-supply companies alone, occurring and to occur
auto plants produced the arsenal of democracy (here, B-24e

in 2006-08, with the direct and indirect loss of another Liberators at Willow Run). The ERA of 2006 retools them to
250,000 net jobs occurring and to be expected in the produce the elements of transport, power, and other new

infrastructure.auto sector.

D. Accepting the reduction in the number of automobiles
produced by U.S. automakers, we must replace that card” which estimates the need for $1.7 trillion in in-
work immediately with a switch to other categories of vestments merely to repair and replace obsolescent
technologically very high-grade products which the and broken-down infrastructure.
auto industry’s machine-tool capacity is uniquely

1. Each $1 billion of Federal funding invested inqualified to design and produce. The alternative mis-
new, modern infrastructure creates approximatelysion for this purpose is chiefly in the category of
50,000 jobs and $6 billion in economic activity.needed, new economic infrastructure.

2. States, cities, transit authorities, airport authorities,E. The United States suffers a worsening crisis in its pub-
and other entities have thousands of ready-to-golic infrastructure. This breakdown is clear: in the fail-
infrastructure projects, which will create long-termure of water control, transportation infrastructure, and
capital assets for the United States and which canpower infrastructure in the Gulf States during Hurri-
help stimulate the nation’s economy.canes Katrina and Rita; in the long heat-blackouts of

hundreds of thousands in major cities in Summer 2006 F. Action, by the U.S. Federal government and others, is
due to failure of obsolescent power distribution net- urgently needed, to prevent an across-the-board col-
works and inadequate power capacity; in the lack of lapse of not only the U.S. auto industry, but the count-
refinery capacity and dependence on oil imports; in ies, towns, cities, and states, and their people.
the spread of freshwater crises throughout the Western
half of the country in the past decade.

3. Purposes:The United States lacks railroad and mass trans-
Congress Adopts the Following Purposesportation infrastructure, with shrinking air travel grids;

its electric power infrastructure is falling behind under A. To prevent the wholesale loss of the U.S. auto indus-
deregulation; it has lost fossil water and freshwater trial sector, with its vital, large-scale, and versatile
supplies for irrigation, and has inadequate drinking machine-tool capabilities and skilled workforce. Since
water supply in rural regions; its water control—espe- it is rapidly being lost, Congress must act with speed
cially upstream dams—and river navigation infra- and force.
structure are obsolescent; it has insufficient port and
landside port-rail infrastructure; and insufficient hos- B. To reverse by Federal investments the neglect, decay,

and deregulation of critical economic infrastructure ofpital infrastructure for any serious public health crisis.
This is given only a minimal estimate in the American the United States; and to foster the building of projects

of a new national infrastructure using 21st-CenturySociety of Civil Engineers’ “infrastructure report
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technologies of transport, power, navigation, water to purchase, lease, build, and expand plants, and to
purchase, and produce equipment, supplies, and ma-purification, and others.
chinery for the manufacture of bills of materials for

C. To preserve a national strategic machine-tool design
new economic infrastructure; 3) to lease such plants

and production capability and associated skilled work-
to private corporations to engage in such manufacture;

force, from among auto industry plants otherwise be-
and 4) to engage in such manufacture itself.

ing idled and discarded and their production out-
sourced by the automaking companies. B. The Corporation may make loans to, or purchase the

capital stock of any corporation for the purposes of
D. To save skilled and industrial jobs, and to create new

Title 3A.
such jobs, by retooling these idle plants and capacity,
to machine and produce the bill of materials for infra- C. The Corporation is further authorized to contract with

state or local agencies wishing to use idled auto plantsstructure projects in power, rail, transport, water man-
agement, and energy; to create many tens of thousands and machinery for infrastructure projects, subject to

Title 3D; or to contract with firms wishing to leaseof semi-skilled and unskilled construction jobs indi-
rectly, through the construction projects involved in auto plants and machinery for such contracts, subject

to Title 3D; or to purchase auto product lines and auto-the building of new infrastructure.
supply product lines where necessary to prevent loss

E. Congress adopts for these purposes, the model of func-
of industrial employment to foreign producers.

tioning of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
(RFC) and its amendment, the Defense Plant Corpora- D. Contracting and Employment: The state, local agen-

cies, or contractors are required 1) to maintain all planttion (DPC) Act of 1940, by which thousands of auto
and other industrial plants were retooled for—at that facilities open and in repair, and at least maintain work

levels, 2) to provide for preferential hiring of memberstime—defense production. Half of all auto industrial
capacity was idle at the time of the creation of the of the pre-existing workforce who want to continue to

work at the plant facilities, 3) to be subject to Davis-Defense Plants Corporation in June 1940.
Bacon rules for Federal contracting, 4) to spend 90-
95% of issued funds within two years of commence-

4. Titles:
ment of the project.

Title 1. Federal Infrastructure Plants Corporation. A
Federal public corporation is created, the Federal Infra- Title 4. Engineering Survey of Plants and Facilities. An
structure Plants Corporation, to assume control of, and engineering survey of these plants and other facilities shall
operate—directly or by contract—the discarded and un- be carried out by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
used plant-and-equipment capacity of the automobile/auto (USACE) within six months of the enactment of this Act,
supply sector; and other unused industrial facilities, mili- to determine and plan for their potential employment in
tary base, or shipyard facilities. producing the bills of materials for modern infrastructure

projects.Title 2. Infrastructure. The Corporation shall fund and
carry out, and may aid other public agencies or corpora- Title 5. Board. The Corporation’s Board of Directors shall
tions and state or local government agencies in carrying include the President; the Secretary of the Treasury; the
out, projects of new, modern economic infrastructure in- Deputy Secretary of the Army for Civil Affairs; and the
cluding a) passenger and freight rail transportation, includ- Secretaries of Transportation, Agriculture, Energy, Edu-
ing regional and national high-speed rail corridors, mag- cation, Labor, Housing and Urban Development, and
netic-levitation trains on priority routes, and light-rail and Health and Human Services.
mass transit systems; b) electric power production, includ-
ing third- and fourth-generation nuclear power plants, and Title 6. Funding of the Corporation. The Corporation

shall be provided a capital-budget stock by issuance ofelectric power distribution systems; c) freshwater purifi-
cation and desalination infrastructure, d) modern water- 2%-interest, long-term special-purpose bonds by the Trea-

sury to the Corporation, for discounting at Federal Reservecontrol and water-management systems; e) ocean ports
and inland navigation freight-transport systems; f) hospi- banks. The corporation shall be under the authority of the

Secretary of the Treasury.tals and public health infrastructure.

Title 3. Powers. A. The authorization of issuance of credit from the Trea-
sury, through issue of special-purpose bonds to thisA. The Corporation is authorized 1) to produce, acquire,

and carry strategic machine tools and other industrial Corporation, is up to a limit of $200 billion in each
of Fiscal Years 2007 through Fiscal 2011; and $300machinery needed to produce bill of materials for in-

frastructure projects; 2) to purchase and lease land, billion in each of Fiscal Years 2012 through 2016.
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